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Open Government Data myth: „If you build it, they will come“

• Focus on supply side of OGD
• Promised benefits: Economic, democratic, service innovation

• Now: 2600+ open data portals worldwide
• OGD re-use modest

• „We have an open data portal, now how do we get the benefits?“

• Refocus on user side
• UK announced “Government Developer Engagement Strategy”
• Berlin undersecretary desperate for open data impact
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Research questions

• “little is known about the conversion of public data into services of 
public value” (Janssen et al. 2012)

• Research at an early stage: exploratory, no theories

• What types of open data users can be distinguished?

• What factors determine the engagement of open data users?

• What are the motivations of open data users?
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Open Data Berlin – a mixed bag

• data supply
• 2011 first open data portal in German-speaking countries
• 1200+ datasets

• re-user pool
• lively media and civil society scene (including OKF Germany)
• OGD scene “committed, very diverse, and of international appeal” (Seibel 2016)

• talent pool
• 80 computer science degree programs
• 7th in Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2017

• Apps: 48 (many derelict) vs. 237 in Vienna
• Quango report identifies about 20 business uses of open data
• Regular hackathons
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Berlin Open Data: App landscape

• mostly public transportation apps and visualization of statistical data
• few crowdsourcing apps (Wheelmap & Kiezatlas)
• mostly by open data hackers and output of hackathons

At least three apps that produce „public service“ beyond data viz:

• Kindergarten-Suche (search for kindergartens)

• Bürger baut Stadt (info and alarms for construction projects)

• Intelligent Zoning Engine (optimize school districts; for PA)
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Berlin Open Data: User types

1. open data activists

2. third sector organisations (non-open data)

3. developers & data scientists showcasing

4. companies (e.g. freemium services)
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Extant Literature: Open Data User Motivation
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Juell-Skielse et al. 2014
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Extant Literature: Drivers and Barriers
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(Toots et al. 2017)
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Proposition of a „perfect storm“ for coproduced open data services

• “This ‘perfect storm’ consisted of having external funding, 
motivated stakeholders, innovative leaders, proper 
communication channels, an existing OGD portal, and developing 
the model in an agile way that accepted the fact that mistakes would 
be made throughout development.” (McBride et al. 2018)
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Survey of the Berlin open data ecosystem

• web survey, disseminated via email & Twitter
• open questions first, directed questions later

Respondents:
• open data intermediaries (e.g. OKF, Technologiestiftung Berlin, 

Stiftung Neue Verantwortung, hackathon organisers)
• open data developers (via app list on open data portal)
• hackathon participants

• opportunity to ask for open data re-use that did not happen
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Areas of inquiry

• ask for factors from Toots et al. 2017 and beyond

• ask for motivation of open data developers (~30) and hackathon
participants

• ask for role of hackathons, contests, and intermediaries
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Analysis

• qualitative content analysis of survey results: 

directed content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon 2005)

• cluster analysis

• What different types of open data service co-producers are there?

• How do their motivations differ?

• How do their drivers and barriers differ?
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Results / Contribution

• furthering research on factors & motivations of open data re-use

• bringing together types of open data users, motivations and drivers & 
barriers

• test the „perfect storm“

• provide tentative policy recommendations
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Next steps

• derive items from existing literature

• build survey

• test survey
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Contact

Basanta E.P. Thapa, MA
Doctoral Researcher
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